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About This Game

Description:

The plot:
When a person becomes too lazy to perform his functions, he comes up with all sorts of simplification.

Mankind has invented them - aim to simplify your life. Mechanoids had to perform all kinds of activities.
And at some point completely replace humans in the workspace.But slowly make the perfect workers, the people made a

mistake.
This mistake cost the lives of more than 80% of the world population, because the mechanoids are out of control - they began to

kill everything that moves.

For the time mechanoids held on our mortal planet, they have changed a lot. Now most of the planet surrounded by rocks.
Floating in the air dust from the destroyed buildings. The mechanoids themselves become covered with stone chips.

And they began to build their structures, which are called hives. Hives transform the earth into a more useful resource for
mechanoid - stone.

With which they build their world.

But not all the people died. So raise all the forces to defeat what we have created!

Classes:
Trooper:

Specialization: Neutral class, fit for standard fighting.
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Description: world champion in 7 martial arts, "you" brand with any weapon(sniper hates). Steeper it only Deadshot.
Motto: "Load."

Scout:
Specialization: Rapid movement.

Description: the Most mobile of the classes, she is experienced in all types of light weapons.
Dossier: Former marine, trained in combat in any condition, faster than him and cats only Usain Bolt.

Motto: "I wasn't even there".

Sniper:
Specialization: ranged combat.

Description: Class of fit for combat in the distance.
Dossier: Agent of MI-6, graduated from Oxford, speaks 9 languages, knows rifle weapons as their 5 fingers.

Motto: "And we by eye".

Heavy:
Specialization: Protection and support heavy weapons.

Description: a CIA Agent under cover, has all kinds of heavy and pump action weapons.
Motto: "Protection? I - Protection".

Features characters:
Agility - it affects how quickly to move the character, and as the number of deviations from the blows and shots of the enemy.

Intelligence - depends on it, oddly enough, the intelligence of the character:that is, how well will the lead character during battle.
Protection - it depends on how much the character takes damage of the enemy.

Health - depends on it, a number health needs to be the character.
Power - it depends on what kind of damage will cause the character at the enemy.

Perks:
Health - gives the player double health.

Protection - gives the player 10 units of protection.
Damage - gives the player enhanced. damage.
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Title: The Sunset
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Enjoy Games
Publisher:
Enjoy Games
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7

Processor: with a clock frequency of 1.2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 32 MB VRAM compatible with DirectX 8

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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A great roguelike with a home base you can upgrade for more class abilities and improvement upon them. For combat, it's done
with poker like mechanics. You have 5 cards at all times and draw from a deck, and you attack my making 'Combos', which is
basically poker like hands. For example, Three of a kind, Flushes, Straits, etc. The longer your combo, and the higher value your
cards, the more damage. Also, each card is Strength or Intelligence based, so when you level or get equipment, you can increase
those values.

There are 6 Suits(like Diamond, Heart, Club, Spade for regular cards) for each class, are different for each class, and actually
influence the battle. For example, for the Warrior, I'll name 3 his suits: Headbutt, Stab, and Shout. Headbutt will knock the
enemy back, or if they're in a position where they can't be knocked back, they'll be stunned instead. Stab will make the enemy
bleed(tke damage each turn, like poison). Shout will lower the the enemies defense for 3 turns. If you get a 6 of Stab, 7 of
Headbutt, and 8 of Shout, and then attack of enemy with that, ALL those status effects will affect them, which can really help
you out in combat. And each class has different suits, so tactics between the 3 Classes(that I know of) are really different, so
there's plenty of variety.

At your home base, which is an Adventurer's Academy, you can purchase and upgrade abilities for your classes. For example,
you can purchase the Teleport ability for your Wizard, which is an ability you can activate at any time(there's a cooldown
between uses though). It lets you teleport up to 4 tiles away.

Anyway, for any RPG or Roguelike fan, I absolutely recommend this game to you. Especially if you like the ones that let you
build and upgrade a home base like in Desktop Dungeons or something.

Edit: I have no idea why, but when I review games, I have to cut the review in half, submit the first half, the edit it and paste in
the second half, which is what I had to do here and for my other reviews. If you know why it does this and/or how to fix it,
please add me to your friends list and tell me.. If you go to a room which you can't get through, your only option is to stay and
keep trying/dying forever, or restart the game. There's no way to just go back to an earlier savepoint. that's a shame because it
could have been a lot of fun.. Such a wierd game haha. Such a fun game that has got the entire family around the Virtual board
game table. I can has more Drawful & Jackbox.. Nice game overall, worth playing.. I bought this game because it looked like
exactly what I love; personality quizes and horror. The game does ask you question but in the end it does not amount to anything
your answers don't count for anything and thats all the game is answerin the questions!you do some walking but don't really do
anything The trailer made me assume that it was going to be a game in which you are asked a question and you are sent to a
playable ojective based on the answer you gave(perhaps similar to silent hill shattered memories) , the visuals were pretty good
and i had to play more than once to even be able to review the game it only last about 4 minutes and i was taking my time
because I thought my answers mattered which they didn't .though i didn't pay much for the game i kinda expected more effort
into the plot even slightly. the "twist" is one of the over played crappy ones, I won't give it away but it's so over used.. Wayward
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Manor is a puzzle game, where you play as a ghost of sorts and try to chase the inhabitants out of their gothic manor.
It is also very much a mobile style game: you need to get six "scares" per level, and you get more options to interact with the
room as you scare the person or persons more times.
Each level also has three optional objectives to get.

There is therefore replay value if you want a perfect run. The characters each have a distinct personality which makes them
unique, and what ties the individual levels together is a short story written for this game by none other than Neil Gaiman.

As for the graphical style: it is based on drawings from the Victorian age, such as used in the original publications of Alice in
Wonderland. This means superdeformed yet "cute".

The game is easy to get through, but can be really challenging if you want to perfect it.

It's not a perfect game, I encountered a few minor glitches, but none of those really detract from playing. But my overall
experience is a very positive one.. You must be either drunk or high on drugs to buy this game at full price, AND play it
through. Lucky for me, I got it in a bundle.

FOV is set so as to seem 'difficult', but is actually very annoying. A disaster for people suffering from claustrophobia.
Movement is not as sharp as what it seems to be in the trailer. It has some form of inertial slowdown when you move, and flip.
Thought you could flip right at the boundary? Nope, you get a "Game Over" and a "Level One: Begin". Has great replayability,
only if you have lightning quick reflexes and perfected future sight. Other than that, if I wanted to play a game like this, I'd
probably reach out and grab my phone.

Only good thing about this game is when you die, you can almost instantaneously start the game over, and not go through some
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t menu animation.

4/10.. This is a very good game, but it can drive you a bit crazy, if you want to max out the stars you gain.
Precision and patience is needed!. A soild free game that's even better with friends.
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I wanted to let you know your software sucks I bought it n now I have a account alert on it. Okay where to start, the soundtrack
of this game is amazingly done, it's super relaxing to listen to but isn't too distracting from the voices. The voice acting is
perfect, and sounds very fitting for the characters they're portraying. The art-style was partially what peaked my interest in this
game because the artist that did the characters for this VN also did DDLC! I cannot wait for more episodes of this, and was
thoroughly impressed overall with this very polished VN. Feel free to check out gameplay of me trying this out: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=R7CpWpKqVCE
(I play offline so it doesn't record how long I've played.). Well I really enjoyed this game, took me 71 hrs to beat it! a huge
world lots to explore, well worth the price. great old school RPG, graphics are simple but work in the context of this kind of
game, descriptions of places and events are well done and bring to life what the graphics don't. will be interested to see what
kind of games spiderweb will be bringing out with the new game engine that they are working on.. I think the single biggest
problem with the game is the name: "Warsim".

It sets itself up to be considered a possible grand strategy war simulator, while the actual army vs. army aspects are easily one of
the weakest aspects of the current content. Wars, as they exist now, are just one list of troop names colliding with another list of
troop names for a few turns. Fortunately, the game has so much else to do that's fun and interesting, it's very easy to forgive and
forget this shortcoming.

The real core content and strength of the game are the large number of the different locations and activities you, as the Ruler of
the Kingdom of Aslona, can discover and interact with. There are towns with dozens of different locations. A whole legion of
different characters who will visit you in your throne room.

Some of it's mundane or comical, but an equal share is deeply interesting with potentially game-altering consequences. Initially,
you'll often struggle to tell which category a particular encounter falls into, which helps keep you guessing. Eventually you find
your way (or are defeated while trying) and then start a new game only to find many of the things you took for granted on your
first playthrough have changed. Old core locations might now bar your entry entirely, while new ones, previously in ruins, offer
fresh avenues to explore.

It's a testament to the game that I willingly sat and took real-world notes during a pair of in-game history classes to help pass
their exams. I still don't know what the reward is for passing the third such exam, but my curiosity compels me to find out.
Worst case scenario, the reward ends up being meaningless, but I'll still have a much better grasp on the game's background lore
and might be able to exploit that knowledge in other encounters. If that's not good game design and storytelling, I don't know
what is.

-----

Which isn't to say the game is perfect. It's still got plenty of unbalanced content and general interface clunkiness that are pretty
standard for early access games still actively in development.

Ultimately, the game has dozens of hours worth of the content and more slowly, but steadily being added. If it looks like
something that might interest you, it's really a steal at $5 USD.. this is a solo surviving game which i found quite interesting, you
wake up from a cryro and start building up the bases , exploring wilderness and going underground. its a game that kill your
times , dev have been doing great job keeping the game with new updated.

But due to the development speed is slow , and every new update into the game will not implement the new element into the
previous character that you has already been playing. which u spend like 100++ hours playing a game , and then new element
has been come out , BUT you need to start all over again from 0, this i give the game a thumb down where dev ignore this, they
do not come out a option for you to move into the new map with your hard farm item, thats why i am giving this negative review
until the new function to implenment the new element into the old save game.

LIKE I SAID DONT PLAY NOW , YOU JUST HAVE TO START ALL OVER AGAIN WHEN NEW
ELEMENT/FEATURE COME OUT. If you liked Capitalism 2 there is a good chance that you'll like this game. Think of it as a
modern take on Capitalism 2.

What's great is that you can approach product manufacturing in any way you want to. For example, I made a product that
required aluminium and plastics. Aluminium I could easily mine myself but plastics required a more complicated production
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chain that I couldn't afford. I simply placed a daily order for plastics on the global market, problem solved.

In the long term my reliance on external resources meant that 1) I could only produce as much as I could buy the raw materials
for and 2) my margins were slightly lower since I could product plastics at a lower cost myself. So once I had some more money,
I took out a small loan and set up a production chain which included a refinery and a chemical factory to produce my own high
quality plastics. Ultimately I was able to produce higher volume and higher quality products, at a lower cost.

I love this kind of complexity in a business simulator, and I can see myself getting many hours out of this game. There are loads
of industries and products to manufacture and sell, from automobiles (even electric cars) to biochemicals, fashion, home
electronics, food, and even video games.

As a final thought, I did read through both the positive and negative reviews before I bought the game. I have to admit that I
haven't encountered many of the issues mentioned in the negative reviews. That said, there are still balance issues in the game.
For example, on a medium difficulty map it takes several high workforce factories just to meet the demand for one product.
This seems odd given that there are 200 products that can be produced in the game. For any competitive strategy to really be
relevant in this game factories should be producing much, MUCH more.

If you're uncertain as to whether you should buy it, keep it on your wishlist and watch the forums to see if the devs give this
game the post launch support it clearly needs.

At this point I'm about 3 hours in, I'll post an updated review after I've spend more time playing the game.. I am an indie
developer from saudi arabia. I have started meeting the indies featured in the movie in the last 3 years. I have never experienced
a community so welcoming. these people are an inspiration and made me feel so welcomed. This movie helped me put lots of
things in focus right now, and I feel so energized and inspired to continue working on my games. I have been working on 3
games at the same time for the last 3 years, and a bunch of the community members i talked to ware very helpful and helped me
in one way or another.

I was so happy to be on the first trainjam and I am so happy that I appeared in the movie. its funny how some talk about how the
community do not include minorities, when it wasnt hard for me to be part of the experience or the community.

I recommed this movie to every aspiring game developer. Rami, you are an inspiration to all us Arabs, continue to shine.
Everyone else thank you for everything, you are all amazing.. An interesting experiment in procedural-ludic music composition.
The game as a whole is pretty lackluster though.

4/10
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